
On Tuesday, Sept. 21, Treasury 
allocated an estimated $114,000 to bring 
Harry Belefonte, PostSecret founder 
Frank Warren and Wikipedia co-founder 
Jimmy Wales to campus as Assembly 
Series speakers.

These speakers will join the four 
speakers funded last week—Hamid 
Dabashi, Dan Senor, Ernest Adams and 
Nicholas Kristof—bringing the total cost 
of  the eight speakers to approximately 
$144,000.

Two of  the speakers—Belefonte 
and Kristof—will speak in October. 
Belefonte, a famous pop singer and 
activist, is coming as part of  Black Arts 
and Sciences Festival, and two-time 
Pulitzer Prize winner Kristof  will be 
coming in partnership with the George 
Warren Brown School of  Social Work 
and the Department of  Women, Gender 
and Sexuality Studies.

The allocations for the Assembly 
Series speakers were separated over 
two Treasury meetings, with the more 
expensive set of  speakers heard last 
night.

At the beginning of  the meeting, 
Student Union president Morgan 
DeBaun and SU vice president of  
finance Eliot Walker presented before 
Treasury, offering to contribute $20,000 
if  Treasury decided to allocate funds 
toward a speaker that cost more than 
$100,000. Bill Maher was the only 

speaker of  the four that cost more than 
$100,000. His speech was not approved 
by Treasury. 

DeBaun and Walker said they had 
campaigned on a platform of  bringing big 
speakers to campus and wanted to fulfill 
that campaign promise. The $20,000 was 
carried over from last year.

“There isn’t a lot of  precedent of  
subsidizing a speaker. Our administration 
campaigned on big speakers, and we 
worked really hard over the summer to 
get applicants for the Assembly Series,” 
DeBaun said. “We took a risk.”

While all Treasurers agreed that every 
speaker was interesting and would draw 
a wide and diverse crowd, Maher became 
the most contentious speaker. Many 
Treasurers were opposed to allocating 
$127,000 to bring Bill Maher to campus 
because the price included, among other 
things, $15,000 for Maher to fly in his 
own private jet.

Jasmine Berg was one member of  
Treasury who had reservations.

“Bill Maher is a great speaker, but 
I don’t think I could have sacrificed all 
the other groups for one event. I had 
reservations about spending $15,000 from 
the student activities fee on a private jet, 
and I don’t think I can justify that to the 
other student groups,” Berg said. “There 
are pros and cons to weigh, but it was 40 
percent of  the appeals account that was 
going to disappear.”

President of  the College Democrats 
Kat Berger said they had looked at 
other big-name speakers and Maher was 

inexpensive by comparison.
Many members of  Treasury expressed 

being uncomfortable with the $20,000 
subsidy, stating that they felt like the 
Student Union executives were trying to 
incentivize votes instead of  discussing 
the speaker’s merits.

“I can totally understand their 
feelings of  being caught off  guard. If  we 
had more time in discussion, we probably 
could have fleshed those feelings out,” 
DeBaun said. 

During the voting process, members 
of  Treasury devised eight packages 
composed of  different combinations 
of  the speakers. Through continuous 
rounds of  voting, the packages were 
whittled down to four, and then two, 
before deciding to fund the package with 
Belefonte, Warren and Wales.

“I voted for the package that I felt 
engaged the campus the most. I’m really 
excited to see that we have events that 
engage people past a speaker speaking at 
people and [that] there’s a lot of  groups 
collaborating to put on campaigns 
leading up to the speakers,” Berg said.

While DeBaun stood by her decision 
to subsidize Maher, she approved of  the 
speakers that Treasury did fund.

“At the end of  the day, we wanted 
Treasury to make the decision, and they 
did. And that’s OK. The packages they 
did fund are still great,” DeBaun said. 
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Carnahan 
vs. Blunt: 
WU decide

PostSecret, Wikipedia founders, 
Harry Belafonte headline 
Assembly Series additions

As the November elections near, 
Washington University students have to 
make a decision: Who will garner their vote? 
Which candidate in each race is the one that 
stands closest to their views on the issues?  

This year’s U.S. Senate race is the most 
prominent statewide election. Two main 
competitors from their respective political 
dynasties are vying for the seat being 
vacated by retiring Republican senator Kit 
Bond, who has held the seat since 1987. The 
Democratic candidate is Robin Carnahan, 
the current Missouri secretary of  state, and 
the Republican candidate is Rep. Roy Blunt, 
from Missouri’s seventh district.

DAVID MESSENGER

NEWS EDITOR

SEE CANDIDATE CORNER, PAGE 3

Positions 
created in 
community 
relations

Rose Windmiller and Leah Merrifield 
assumed new positions in the Office of  
Government and Community Relations 
on Sept. 1. Windmiller will serve as the 
assistant vice chancellor for government and 
community relations, and Merrifield will 
work as the executive director for academic-
civic engagement.

“Through Rose’s and Leah’s positions, 
the University can put more energy and focus 
into forging mutually beneficial policies and 
programs,” Vice Chancellor for Government 
and Community Relations Pamela Lokken 
said in a news release.

The Office of  Government and 
Community Relations acts as a liaison to 
the Clayton, University City and St. Louis 
County governments to help them understand 
the University’s value to their communities.

In the past year, the most significant issue 
facing the office has been hostility between 
students and neighboring permanent residents 
in University City. In the spring of  2010, the 
University City Police Department began to 
enforce a “zero tolerance policy,” under which 
University City police were instructed to hand 
out citations and arrests for noise complaints. 
The policy resulted in several student arrests, 
and the office created programming over 
the summer with the aim of tempering the 
hostilities between students and residents and 
reducing police involvement.

 According to Windmiller, the new 
assistant vice chancellor for government and 
community relations, there is no connection 
between the new positions and last spring’s 
happenings. The positions were created 
because the office’s responsibilities have 
increased.

Windmiller has worked for the University 
for years, during which time she has 
participated in government and community 
relations. Her previous position was director 
of  state relations and local government affairs, 
and her responsibilities included managing 
the University’s public policy agenda at both 
state and local levels.

Windmiller started her service at the 
University in 1988 as an executive assistant to 
the director of  government relations. In 1993, 
she was promoted to director of  government 
and community relations, and then in 1998, 
she became an associate director for state 

SAM KWAK

CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

Instant feedback at PLAY:stl

PHOTOS BY STEVE HARDY | STUDENT LIFE

LEFT to RIGHT, TOP to BOTTOM: Thundering drums from UMSL’s (the) Fracture Suit. Thom Donovan wows the crowd. Thom 

Donovan (right) and his band rock out in the Duck Room. Red Collar is a Cerberus of rock for their audience.

Last weekend’s PLAY:stl festival on the 
Loop democratized music.

The three-day event may not bring in 
national acts like LouFest, nor does it book 

many of  the area’s most established acts, a 
la The Riverfront Times Music Showcase. 
Instead, the festival gives a lot of  up-and-
comers a chance to be heard.

The result is instant feedback, and it 
challenges the musicians to rock out all 
the harder. Though venues like the Duck 

Room and Cicero’s hosted acts that fans 
specifically came to see, most of  PLAY:stl’s 
shows featured lesser-known acts in bars 
that could be heard from the street or on the 
street itself. Audiophiles hear a band tearing 

SEE PLAY:STL, PAGE 8

STEVE HARDY

MUSIC EDITOR

SEE POSITIONS, PAGE 2Write to Alan Liu at 

ALAN.LIU@STUDLIFE.COM

ALAN LIU

NEWS EDITOR



Freshman Class Council elections
Voting will continue on WebSTAC through 
Wednesday evening. Freshmen can vote for their 
choice of class executives.

Are you safe on campus?
Simon Hall 112, 9-10:30 p.m.
Student Union will discuss safety on campus.  This 
discussion will feature WUPD Chief Don Strom. 

Service Trip information session 
DUC 276, 4 p.m. 
Students interested in participating in the service trip 
should attend.

Improving Criminal Justice for American Indians
Anheuser-Busch Hall 309, noon
This Assembly Series lecture will be given by Kevin 
Washburn, dean of University of New Mexico School 
of Law.
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I think it’s a bit embarrassing for Arts 
& Sciences that this is only happening in 
the year 2010. It seems to me like electing 
the fi rst African-American president would 
have been harder to do.
– Professor of anthropology Shanti Parikh, the fi rst African-American female to 
successfully the complete tenure track in the College of Arts & Sciences.

September 16
 Larceny: At 8:32 a.m., 

a complainant reported 
a fraudulent check off-
campus. The disposition is 
pending.
 Larceny: At 3:42 p.m., 

a complainant reported a 
shoplifting at a value of $56 
from the textbook section 
of the bookstore. The time 
of crime was between 3:25 
p.m. and 3:30 p.m. The 
disposition is pending.

September 17
 Larceny: At 2:17 p.m., a 

complainant reported the 
theft of a locked Trek bike, 
a value of $500, from the 
racks on the south side of 
Lee House. The time of crime 
was between 5:30 p.m. on 
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THURSDAY 23

SCATTERED T-STORMS
89 / 67

MOSTLY SUNNY 
91 / 71
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          drink &  dine
[WEEKLY BAR AND RESTAURANT GUIDE]

Food your grandmother
would recognize.

gg

7213 Delmar  Near Midland in U. City  Two blocks west 
of the Delmar Loop  Fifteen minute walk from main campus. 

3114.4.725.75755959

St. Louis Magazine
“Best Place to Brag About”
A-List July 2010

New York Times
“36 Hours in St. Louis”
July 2010

TUES-FRI: 7am-9pm, SAT: 8am-9pm, SUN: 8am-4pm

Food you

www.cicerosstl.com
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3
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AWARD WINNING PIZZA, PASTA, SALADS AND SANDWICHES

LARGEST DRAFT BEER SELECTION IN ST. LOUIS

FULL MENU AVAILABLE 
Mon-Sat: until 12:30 am, Sun: until 11pm

FREE BEER SCHOOL EVERY WEDNESDAY

LIVE MUSIC SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

government relations. From 2000 until this 
September, Windmiller served as a director of  
state relations and local government affairs.

Merrifield’s position was newly created 
to promote the University’s partnership with 
local communities, especially in education, 
health and entrepreneurship. 

“I am pleased about rejoining the Office 
of  Government and Community Relations in 
a new role designed to enhance support for 
the University’s goal of  being an exemplary 
institution in our home community,” said 
Merrifield in the Office of  Public Affairs’ 
news release. 

Merrifield started her service at the 

University in 1984 as the director of  
undergraduate advising at Olin Business 
School. She left the University in 1986 but 
returned in 1996 as the director of  MBA 
student services at Olin.

Since 2000, Merrifield served in the Office 
of  Government and Community Relations 
and continued until 2005. She then worked 
as a special assistant to the chancellor in 
diversity initiatives and has now returned to 
the Office of  Government and Community 
Relations.

POSITIONS FROM PAGE 1

rite to Sam Kwak at 

SAM.KWAK@STUDLIFE.COM

In our Sept. 20 article about the fall 
programs of the John C. Danforth 
Center on Religion and Politics, we 
wrote that there is a confi dential 
nominee for the center’s director. This 
is incorrect. The search committee is at 
present still in the process of receiving 
and reviewing applications for this 
position. 

We also wrote that the Danforth 
Dialogues will “pit two people” against 
one another. This misconstrued 
the nature of the events. Rather 
than encouraging arguments, these 
dialogues will allow people to discuss 
their differing views of an issue in a 
civil conversation.

Student Life regrets the errors.

Sept. 16 and 7:30 a.m. on Sept. 17. The 
disposition is pending.
 Larceny: At 8:30 p.m., a complainant 

reported the possible theft of a locked 
Fuji bike, value of $25, from the racks 
outside Wheeler Hall. The time of 
the crime was between 4:30 p.m. on 
Sept. 16 and 8:00 p.m. on Sept. 17. The 
disposition is pending.

September 18
 Damaged property: WUPD observed 

damage at a cost of $1000 to the control 
panel operating the bollards between 
Seigle and Simon Halls. The time of 
crime was between 12:10 a.m. and 2:19 

a.m. The facilities department has been 
notifi ed. The disposition is pending. 

September 20
 Larceny: At 6:07 p.m., a complainant 

reported the theft of a student ID 
card and fraudulent use of it to make 
unauthorized vending purchases. The 
total value is $80. The time of crime 
was between 5:37 p.m. on September 
16 to 11:15 a.m. on September 18. The 
disposition is pending.
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Carnahan, Missouri’s current 
secretary of  state, hails from Rolla, 
located an hour southwest of  St. Louis. 
Prior to entering politics, Carnahan 
practiced business and corporate law 
in St. Louis. She also manages the 
Carnahan family farm located outside 
Rolla.

Carnahan comes from a long line 
of  politicians and is related to former 
U.S. Rep. A.S.J. Carnahan; former 
U.S. Senator Jean Carnahan; former 
Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan; and 
current U.S. Rep. Russ Carnahan. 

Robin got her start as part of  a team 
for the National Democratic Institute, 
where she helped with democratic 
election efforts in Eastern Europe and 
some parts of  the former Soviet bloc. 

Carnahan took over the role of  
secretary of  state in 2005. Among other 
things, she worked to expand the ease of  
business paper filing, cracked down on 
bank fraud, increased the accessibility 
of  the vote and labored to increase the 
availability of  government documents 
to the public.

This election cycle, Carnahan has 
focused on improving educational 
opportunities for Missourians, making 
college affordable, investing in education 
and job training, energy efficiency and 
independence, unconditional support 
for Israel and access to health care. 

Education
Carnahan seeks to improve the 

educational experience of  Missouri 
students by reducing class sizes. As a 
result, she is campaigning on a platform 
that is intended to make teaching a more 
appreciated and attractive profession. 

Carnahan wants to reform 
former President George W. Bush’s 
administration’s No Child Left Behind 
program by increasing school funding 
and enhancing the student experience 
through “out-of-the-box” teaching 
efforts. 

Making college more affordable for 
Missouri’s citizens is high on her agenda. 
Should she be elected, Carnahan intends 
to fight to increase student accessibility 
to higher education, raise the amount 
of  federal financial aid and reduce the 
weight that loans have on students. 

Jobs
First, Carnahan desires to cut 

the federal government’s bailouts to 
companies and organizations that send 
jobs overseas. 

She also aims to spark small business 
growth throughout the nation. Like she 
did within the state, she wants to make 
efforts to reduce the obstacles that are in 
the way of  obtaining necessary resources 
to jumpstart businesses, including the 
plethora of  paperwork a business is 
required to file.

Finally, when it comes to 
employment, Carnahan wants to invest 
in education and job training in order to 
improve efficiency and productivity in 
Missouri’s and the nation’s workforces. 

Energy
Carnahan supports a comprehensive 

energy plan that, first and foremost, 
reduces the nation’s reliance on oil from 
the Middle East and South America. 

To boost job creation, she advocates 
for clean energy incentives to give 

Blunt is Missouri’s current U.S. 
House representative for the seventh 
district. Originally from Niangua, 
Missouri, Blunt earned a master’s 
degree in history from Missouri State 
University.

Blunt entered politics in 1972 as 
county clerk and chief  election official 
of  Green County. 

After a number of  election losses in 
the 1980s, Blunt became the president 
of  Southwest Baptist University. 

In 1996, Blunt was elected to the 
U.S. House of  Representatives and went 
on to serve on a number of  committees, 
including the prestigious Energy and 
Commerce Committee. Blunt also 
served as the majority whip for two 
terms and majority leader for a short 
period of  time after the resignation of  
then-majority leader Tom DeLay. 

In this election cycle, Blunt has also 
placed education, health care, energy 
independence and job creation among 
his top priorities. 

Education
A former teacher, Blunt’s stance is 

against federal involvement in the state 
education system. He believes that the 
funding and control of  classrooms are 
to be left solely up to the states and the 
local communities in which the schools 
reside. According to Blunt, the federal 
government does not have the capacity 
to know the needs of  an individual 
school or teacher. 

Jobs
A strong critic of  President Obama’s 

stimulus bill, Blunt says that the rise in 
spending has inflated the public sector, 
while doing nothing to stimulate private-
sector job creation. 

Blunt is in favor of  lowering taxes 
in order to spark job creation and give 
people the opportunity to spend more in 
the economy.

Energy
Blunt wants to shape a new policy to 

galvanize an energy sector that will give 
the economy a chance to grow, while 
at the same time preventing the nation 
from becoming further dependent on 
energy from abroad and protecting the 
environment. 

He is strongly against the “cap-
and-trade” legislation that passed in 
the House of  Representatives in 2009, 
arguing in opposition of  new taxes and 
further government intervention in the 
national economy.

If  elected, he plans to advocate for 
increased production of  domestic oil, 
coal and natural gas in ways that do not 
hurt the environment. He seeks to foster 
private investment in alternative energy, 
rather than government involvement. 

National Security
Blunt strongly believes in the nation’s 

involvement in the international war 
on terror and emphasizes the nation’s 
dependence on allies in the fight. 

He wants to maintain an American 
presence in the Middle East and to stay 
involved in the conflicts until success 
is achieved abroad in neutralizing al-
Qaida and the Taliban, as well as other 
insurgent groups. 

Like Carnahan, Blunt sees Israel as a 
key ally in the war on terror and believes 

Robin Carnahan Roy Blunt

the United States should continue to 
ensure that Israel remains safe from its 
neighbors. 

Blunt approves of  large defense 
budgets that enable the United States to 
remain a strong presence throughout the 
world. 

Health Care
Blunt seeks to reform the health 

care system in order to lower prices and 
increase the options available to families. 

Blunt, like Carnahan, wants to ensure 
that pre-existing conditions are not a factor 
in an insurance company’s decision as to 
whether or not to insure an individual. 

He is opposed to the fact that the 
health care solution reached by Congress 
was not done in a bipartisan way and that 
Washington controls it. Blunt believes 
that government intervention in health 
care hinders efficiency and has proven a 
failure in other nations. 

Blunt plans to increase access to 
health care by creating small business 
health plans. He also hopes to enhance 
health information technology by 
enabling health care providers to donate 
health information technology. Blunt 
seeks to control the cost of  health care 
by providing a tax benefit to health care 
consumers. Finally, he wants to allow 
employers who fail to supply insurance 
to their workers to provide tax-free 
contributions so employees may buy their 
own insurance. 

businesses the opportunity to use clean 
energy and in return boost up-and-coming 
energy industries in the state. 

Carnahan wants to invest in these 
energy companies and deploy their 
resources to homes in order to give 
Missouri families the opportunity to save 
money on energy costs and to cut energy 
consumption.  

National Security
As part of  her national security 

platform, Carnahan vows to offer 
“unwavering support for Israel,” if  
elected. 

She believes that the United States’ 
relationship with Israel is key to the 
nation’s national security interests.

Israel, in Carnahan’s view, is needed 
in the global fight against extremism and 
in the containment of  the threat posed by 
Iran.

Health Care
In order to ensure greater access to 

health care for Missourians, Carnahan 
wants to cut costs by prompting 
competition and improve quality through 
legislation.

She also wants to prevent insurance 
companies from denying coverage and 
reinforce Medicare for the future. 

Although she supports providing 
access for the uninsured, she wants 
Missourians to have the choice to keep 
their current provider. 

CARNAHAN BLUNT

Write to David Messenger at 

DAVID.MESSENGER@STUDLIFE.COM



A few weeks before the ninth 
anniversary of  the September 11 
terrorist attacks, Terry Jones, a 
relatively obscure but controversial 
pastor, shot to worldwide infamy over 
his pledge to burn the Quran. Head of  
the Dove World Outreach Center, based 
in Gainesville, Florida, Jones publicly 
declared that setting the Quran on fire 
would demonstrate America’s resolve 
against radical Islam, saying, “How 
much do we back down? How many 
times do we back down… maybe it’s 
time to send a message to radical Islam 
that we will not tolerate their behavior.”

Immediately, Jones’ proposed action 
was condemned by the White House, 
the State Department, and a large 
contingent of  religious organizations 
and leaders. General David Petraeus, 
commander of  the International 
Security Assistance Force, stated, 
“images of  a burning Koran would 
undoubtedly be used by extremists 
in Afghanistan —and around the 
world—to inflame public opinion and 
incite violence. [Furthermore,] it could 
endanger troops and it could endanger 
the overall effort in Afghanistan.”

The President of  Indonesia, Susilo 
Bambang Yudhoyono, sent a letter 
to President Obama urging him to 

intervene and stop Jones from burning 
the 200 or so copies of  the Quran that 
were actually sent to him by supporters. 
Pakistani president Asif  Ali Zardari 
expressed grave concern over the 
pastor’s threats to burn the holy book 
of  Islam. Nearly a week after Jones 
canceled plans to burn the Quran, 
demonstrators throughout the Muslim 
world continued to exhibit severe anger 
and outrage at the very thought of  
setting fire to their holy book.

Despite all the outrage and offense 
it has caused, at first Jones repeatedly 
refused to cancel his burning, scheduled 
for September 11 in order to honor 
the nearly 3,000 victims of  the 
terrorist attacks. After much thought 
and an alleged personal phone call 
from Defense Secretary Gates, Jones 
relented. But he has steadfastly refused 
to apologize for his threat. In fact, 
most recently on Thursday, September 
16, 2010, Pastor Jones was asked to 
apologize for his threat, and he stated, 
“We have not even burned the Quran. 
But still violence erupted around 
the world. This is the face of  radical 
Islam.”

In spite of  how offensive Jones’ 
threat may have been, a couple of  
things should be considered. First, 
where was the voice of  the American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)? Aside 
from uttering relatively lackadaisical 
rhetoric in ostensible support of  Jones’ 

First Amendment right, there seemed 
to be no real conviction on their part. 
Even if  the ACLU’s primary method 
is litigation to assert an individual’s 
constitutional rights, some might say 
the organization should have been more 
outspoken on a debate related to the 
First Amendment. 

Second, some viewed the proposed 
burning as hate speech outside the 
realm of  freedom of  expression, 
whereas others asserted that a double 
standard was used by the president. 
Obama repeatedly refused to comment 
on the “wisdom” of  the location of  the 
Cordoba House but adamantly defended 
its right to be built in that location, 
and pleaded for religious tolerance. 
In stark contrast, Obama immediately 
condemned the proposed Quran burning 
action by Jones, but did not mention 
the latter’s First Amendment right to 
freedom of  expression.

It is important to note that in the 
1989 case of  Texas v. Johnson, the 
United States Supreme Court held that 
burning an American flag, however 
offensive it might be, is considered free 
expression. Justice Stevens referred 
to the American flag as “a symbol 
of  freedom, of  equal opportunity, of  
religious tolerance and of  goodwill 
for other peoples who share our 
aspirations.” Thus, according to 
Kathleen Bergin, a professor at South 
Texas College of  Law, whether the 

Quran burning is protected speech is 
not even a question in her mind. “They 
[the American flag and the Quran] are 
both venerated objects -- one is political 
and the other is religious…[but] burning 
them is a form of  political speech 
protected by the First Amendment.”

To protect freedom of  religion, we 
need not stifle freedom of  speech. As 
Justice Louis Brandeis eloquently stated 
almost 85 years ago, in words that 
still ring true today: “To courageous, 
self-reliant men, with confidence in the 
power of  free and fearless reasoning 
applied through the processes of  
popular government…if  there be time to 
expose through discussion the falsehood 
and fallacies…the remedy to be applied 
is more speech, not enforced silence.”

In the end, both freedom of  speech 
and freedom of  religion are bedrocks 
of  the First Amendment, and thus 
of  our nation. However, we should 
exercise caution and wisdom even 
though we have the right to contemplate 
and ultimately to conduct offensive 
behavior. This is the paradox of  
American democracy; how to balance 
the two countervailing freedoms, each 
enshrined in the First Amendment.

forum
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senior forum editor: AJ Sundar
forum staff: Cyrus Bahrassa, Charlie 
Low, Richard Jesse Markel, Alissa 
Rotblatt & Eve Samborn
director of training: Perry Stein
directors of image & relations: Johann 
Qua Hiansen & Evan Wiskup

Once an article is 
published on studlife.
com, it will remain there 
permanently. We do 
not remove articles or 
authors’ names from the 
site unless an agreement 
was reached prior to July 
1, 2005.

We welcome letters 
to the editor and 
op-ed submissions 
from our readers. 
Submissions may 
be sent to letters@
studlife.com and 
must include the 
writer’s name, class 
and phone number 
for verifi cation. 

Letters should be 
no longer than 350 
words in length, 
and readers may 
also submit longer 
op-eds of up to 750 
words. We reserve 
the right to print 
any submission as a 
letter or op-ed.

OUR VOICE: 
EDITORIAL BOARD

YOUR VOICE:
SUBMISSIONS

OUR WEB 
POLICY

On Sept. 16, the Johns Hopkins 
News-Letter ran a column entitled 
“Local bison bear all at Psi Kappa 
Psi’s annual Lingerave.” The column, 
authored by managing editor Greg 
Sgammato, viciously attacks overweight 
women, arguing—among other things—
that their presence at parties offends 
his sensibilities, and that fat women 
systematically befriend more attractive 
women to gain entry to these parties. 

The column, now retracted, goes 
on to lambast unattractive women in 
a particularly offensive fashion, at one 
point musing on whether or not “it” 
would be a more appropriate pronoun 
than “she” to refer to overweight and/
or unattractive women. To us, this piece 

of  writing represents a striking example 
of  a kind of  controversy best avoided 
at all costs, a kind that offends without 
purpose.

While the editors of  the News-Letter 
issued an apology, they explicitly claim 
to apologize “for the harm the article 
did,” but go on to say, “We will not 
apologize for the intent of  the article.” 
They defend the piece on the grounds 
that its argument was satire. 

This is a peculiar apology because 
the News-Letter is not a satirical 
newspaper. In fact, Johns Hopkins 
University has a satirical paper, the 
Black and Blue Jay, and the News-Letter 
does not have a history of  publishing 
satirical articles. While we appreciate 

the apology given by the News-Letter, 
to us it still stands as a striking example 
of  poor journalistic ethics.

As student journalists, we must 
balance the rights of  free press and 
speech with the demands of  decency 
and propriety. At Student Life, we 
strive for columns that are informative, 
cogent and indeed provocative. But 
“Bison Bear” went too far. The column 
itself  is a prime example of  an abuse 
of  journalistic power. As a journalist—
professional or not—the author of  
the column has an obligation to write 
substantive opinions, not personal 
attacks against groups of  people that 
already receive verbal (and sometimes 
physical) abuse for their outward 

appearance. 
This is not an isolated incident, 

either—another article in the News-
Letter, titled “Banging Under The 
Influence,” states that alcohol makes 
men more dominant and women more 
submissive, and that this is ultimately a 
good thing—“score one for the men.” 
The article goes on to list a positive 
effect of  alcohol as “[giving] them a 
convenient excuse to be promiscuous 
and not be considered slutty by society’s 
biased standards.” 

That both columns were published is 
shocking, and as a peer publication, we 
sincerely hope that the News-Letter will 
strongly consider the standards to which 
it holds its articles.

Write to Isaac Amon at 

ISAAC.AMON@STUDLIFE.COM

JHU column offensive and inappropriate
STAFF EDITORIALSTAFF EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL CARTOON

KATE OBERG | STUDENT LIFE

Religion and speech: 
America’s dilemma

ISAAC AMON

STAFF COLUMNIST
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JAD 
ABI-MANSOUR
sophomore

“I get involved in community service. I 
will be volunteering at a local after-
school program.”

KATIE SULLIVAN
sophomore

“I volunteer with Campus Y’s WAGS,  a 
program at a local animal shelter.”

SANAA ABRAR
freshman

“I’m the wrong person to ask. I 
haven’t broken out of it yet.”

“How do you break 
out of the Wash. U. 
bubble?”

Yesterday, while I was alone in my 
apartment, I almost threw my arm out 
fist-pumping to a remixed version of  
MGMT’s overplayed song, “Kids.” It 
brought me back to the time when I 
was about 14 years old and broke my 
reading lamp while fist-pumping to 
Creed’s “6 Feet From the Edge” (Note: 
this occurred before “Jersey Shore” 
even coined the dance move), lied about 
it to my parents and told them that 
grandma’s vintage lamp broke when I 
changed the light bulb. 

Recently, I was reintroduced to 
someone I had met maybe seven 
times over the course of  three years 
(Guy-X). He “did not remember me” 
and mumbled “I must’ve been blackout 
drunk” as an excuse. I remembered his 
full name, major and the mutual friends 
we shared. I told him this and he was 
creeped out, even though inside sources 
say that he knew exactly who I was 
because, while I was abroad, a friend 
contacted me and shared that he’d seen 
Guy-X facebook stalking me.

I know you’re all wondering, 
“why are you sooo awk?” Well I’m 
wondering, why aren’t you? At Wash. 
U., people still spend time pretending 
they are normal or cool, and I am 
always curious as to why that still 
happens. Wash. U. is one of  the best 
universities in the world, and from this, 
I can reasonably deduce that it also 
means that we might just have some of  
the weirdest and most brilliant students 
in the world. Let’s face it – if  any of  us 
were really cool or normal, we certainly 
would not be here! Why can’t we be 
comfortable with being a bit out of  the 
ordinary? 

A few nights ago, I was out with 
some friends and all of  a sudden, one 
girl put her fist in the center of  the table 
and said, “Earth!” Obviously we all 
recognized her gesture as a “Captain 
Planet” moment and immediately 
followed her lead by shouting out the 
elements of  fire, wind, water and the 
uncomfortably introduced fifth element, 
“heart.” Another recent, very loser-ish 
moment came later in the conversation 
when a friend confessed that she 
thought that Spock was so attractive 

that she didn’t even glance at Captain 
Kirk in the latest Star Trek movie.

Totally unconnected, but equally 
relevant, when a Wash. U. guy is 
obsessed with a girl, I’ve heard a few 
stories of  girls receiving elaborate 
poetry, voicemails in song form, and 
even invitations to spend a romantic 
evening watching The Notebook. 
Then things take a wild turn when 
the girl rejects the poor guy and 
he’s so embarrassed that he was Mr. 
Vulnerable, he tells his bros that the 
“dank biddy” turned out to be a stalker. 

What I want to get across is that 
we are not always honest about who 
we really are, and I think it might be 
because we don’t want to come off  as 
weird or overly interested. I think that 
one of  the most refreshing things in the 
world is to talk to someone who openly 
displays her passion and is not ashamed 
to admit that she did something totally 
un-cool. We are not in high school 
anymore and should not be afraid to 
get made fun of  or ripped apart. What 
I am trying to inspire was best said in 
Eckhart Tolle’s novel/Oprah’s former 
webinar obsession, “A New Earth,” 

in which he begged us to let go of  our 
egos so that we can awaken to our life’s 
true purpose. I’ll just reword what he 
said and say that this year, I hope more 
people let go of  what’s holding them 
back and feel confident enough to be 
themselves, no matter how awkward 
society says they are. 

Maybe you’re that seemingly over-
confident athletic, bro type sitting in 
Whispers too afraid to say hey to that 
damn fine, chocolate honey you’re 
in love with. You could be the self-
identified Lord of  the Rings fan who 
goes to the sushi line everyday because 
you have a crush on Dobri. Perhaps 
you’re the typical Wash. U. student who 
prefers Old Spice men’s deodorant to 
lady-scented body wash. Whoever you 
are, I want you to throw inhibitions 
out the window and be you, and know 
that at the very least, I’ll accept and 
appreciate you for exactly who you are.

PIERRE DESCHAMPS

STAFF COLUMNIST

To outsiders, the credit that is given 
to the United States Constitution can 
often seem over-the-top. Whereas the 
American Constitution has lasted 
centuries and has been left almost 
unchanged, France has used five 
different constitutions this century alone. 
The stability of  both the American 
regime and its Constitution is unmatched 
by any other Western country. 

Why does a text that was written 
more than 320 years ago still hold 
such a critical role in political life 
today? The idea of  making today’s 
decisions according to a text created in a 
completely different era seems to make 
little sense. If  a law is passed today that 
contradicts the Constitution, then surely 
it has still been voted by the people’s 
representatives, and so represents the 
current will of  the people. In most 
definitions of  democracy, the will of  
the people is seen as surpassing all else. 
Most European countries cared little for 
Constitutional review. 

However, what was an exception 
is fast becoming the norm. In Europe, 
Constitutional Courts are gaining more 
power against the government. Even 
in France, where representatives were 
traditionally free to do as they pleased, 
the Constitutional Court has been much 
more vocal than in the past, recently 
censoring much of  the HADOPI (“Haute 

Autorité pour la Diffusion des Oeuvres 
et la Protection des droits sur Internet,” 
the French governmental agency in 
charge of  implementing Internet control) 
bill that would have cut off  Internet 
access to users who infringed copyright 

laws. 
What are the advantages of  having a 

Constitutional review system? There is 
no better case to illustrate them than the 
Perry v. Schwarzenegger court case that 
was decided on Aug. 4. The plaintiffs 
proposed to strike down the famous 
Proposition 8, which had altered the 
Californian Constitution to ban same-
sex marriage. Judge Walker ruled that 
Proposition 8 violated the Fourteenth 
Amendment to the United States 
Constitution, and depending on the 
rulings of  the numerous appeals courts, 
this means that same-sex marriages may 
once again be allowed in California. 

This case is a perfect example of  why 
constitutional review is necessary and 
helps improve democracy rather than 
diminish it. At first view, it seems that 
the ruling directly contradicts democratic 
will: A 52 percent majority voted for 
Proposition 8. Having a referendum 
struck down by judges seems arbitrary, 
especially when the basis for doing so 

is a 150-year-old amendment to a text. 
Surely our will matters more than the 
will of  our ancestors – why should 
we still be beholden to the Founding 
Fathers’ wishes? 

The answer lies in the very wording 
of  Judge Walker’s ruling: “Moral 
disapproval is an improper basis on 
which to deny gay men and lesbians. 
The evidence shows conclusively that 
Proposition 8 enacts, without reason, 
a private moral view that same-sex 
couples are inferior to opposite-sex 
couples.” Judge Walker, having deemed 
that same-sex marriages cause no harm 
to Californian citizens and instead 
are a social necessity for Californian 
homosexuals, decided to favor the rights 
of  the minority over the wishes of  the 
majority. 

A true democracy is not one that 
promotes the rights of  the majority 
against the minority, but rather one 
that defends the rights of  individuals 
to live their lives as they see fit. This 

concept was already stated as far back 
as 1835, when Alexis De Tocqueville 
warned readers in his book, “Democracy 
in America,” of  the dangers of  “the 
tyranny of  the majority.” The majority 
has no right to decide how an individual 
should live, if  his actions cause no harm 
to others. It is this reasoning that has led 
Judge Walker to strike down Proposition 
8.

As the Perry v. Schwarzenegger case 
has shown, the necessity of  bills of  
rights and Constitutional reviews has 
never been more obvious. Although 
most Europeans deem Coca-Cola and 
“Friends” to be America’s greatest 
exports, do not be surprised if  more and 
more recognize the great worth that 
Constitutional Courts have brought to 
our political systems.

LAURA MCGINNIS

STAFF COLUMNIST

Proposition 8 illustrates the need for 
Constitutional review

Write to Pierre Deschamps at 

PIERRE.DESCHAMPS@STUDLIFE.COM

Why are you so awk?

Write to Laura McGinnis at 

LAURA.MCGINNIS@STUDLIFE.COM

AUDREY WESTCOTT | STUDENT LIFE

A true democracy is 
not one that promotes 
the rights of the 
majority against the 
minority, but rather 
one that defends the 
rights of individuals to 
live their lives as they 
see fit.
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scene

314-644-3305

If you’re a student getting “B’s” or better, you qualify 
for a Good Student Discount in the form of a special bonus 
lower rate on your auto insurance. Call today and get the 

facts on a money-saving Good Student Auto Policy.

25% STUDENT DISCOUNT

BOB MAHON AGENCY 
2019 S. Big Bend Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63117
(Near Hwy 40 by 
Washington University)

Low Auto Rates *Free Phone Quotes

Summer may be winding down, but for two St. Louis 
businesses, frozen yogurt knows no season. 

FroYo, on the Delmar Loop, has been a Washington 
University staple for more than two years. However, 
newcomer Chill, which opened this past April southwest of  
campus on Wydown Boulevard, might be giving FroYo a 
run for its money. Both Chill and FroYo operate under the 
same business model—self-serve, low-fat frozen yogurt with 
toppings priced by the total weight of your cup. Each charges 
40 cents per ounce and offers roughly the same cup sizes. (For 
the really hungry, FroYo does offer an additional XL cup.) 
Both change the flavor options weekly and offer seasonal 
specials like pumpkin and white chocolate. 

Student Life took to the frozen-yogurt gauntlet to 
determine, once and for all, which yogurt parlor reigns 
supreme. 

LOCATION: While FroYo is centrally located on the 
Loop, Chill took a bit longer to find—but after one MapQuest 
search and a seven-minute bike ride, I was there. It’s pretty 
much a straight shot down Wydown, but for the directionally 

challenged, this could be a problem. It’s also located a little out 
of the way, while the Loop is more frequented by students. 
Who has the edge? FroYo.

ATMOSPHERE: Here’s where the two restaurants are 
most different. FroYo’s walls are brightly colored, and the 
shop is filled with modern decor and white lacquered accents. 
The space is filled with activity, and pop music flows fairly 
loudly from the overhead speakers. The outdoor seating 
leaves something to be desired—it’s close to the street, and 
cleanliness seems to be a bit of an issue.

Chill, on the other hand, opts for a more subdued feel. 
The shop is sparsely decorated and has a modern and sterile 
aesthetic. Even the outdoor seating looks like it was pulled 
straight from an IKEA catalog. Its atmosphere is more 
conducive to studying or a quiet conversation, and is, if  
nothing else, far cleaner than FroYo. 
Who has the edge? Chill.

TOPPINGS: The choice of toppings at the two places 
is nearly identical. You have your standard Oreo crumbs, 
gummy bears, cookie dough, etc. FroYo offers more fruit 
toppings—with a total of eight versus Chill’s five—which 
change by the season. Chill, however, has homemade caramel 

and hot fudge syrups in their stead. As this is more a matter of  
personal preference, neither store comes out on top. 
Who has the edge? Toss-up. 

YOGURT FLAVORS: Here’s where it gets complicated. 
FroYo has a greater number of flavors: 12 to Chill’s 10. Most 
of the offerings at FroYo are fruit based; highlights for me 
were tart mango, blueberry and the original tart. The yogurt 
base is creamier and tends to melt at a slightly faster rate.

When it comes to flavors, Chill opts for more unique, 
gourmet combos. From blood orange to cake batter and 
biscotti, simply put—it’s delicious. For those of you from Los 
Angeles or New York City, Chill’s flavors might remind you of  
the yogurty tartness of Pinkberry. 
Who has the edge? Chill.

WINNER: Chill
In my opinion, Chill wins by a hair. While the offerings 
themselves are, for the most part, comparable, the cleanliness 
at Chill, along with the more unique flavors, seals the deal.

LEAH KUCERA

SCENE REPORTER

Write to Leah Kucera at 

LEAH.KUCERA@STUDLIFE.COM

Shanti Parikh, an anthropology professor and mother of  
two, recently became the first African-American female to 
complete a tenure track in Washington University’s College of  
Arts & Sciences. Parikh’s tenure was announced in April 2010 
and became effective in July.

“I’ve worked very hard, and I do feel honored,” Parikh said. 
“However, I think it’s a bit embarrassing for Arts & Sciences 
that this is only happening in the year 2010. It seems to me like 
electing the first African-American president would have been 
harder to do.”

A native of Maryland, Parikh grew up just outside 
Washington, D.C. and attended the University of Virginia as 
an undergraduate. Although she wanted to study anthropology, 
Parikh’s family persuaded her against it.

“My mom sort of looked at me and said, ‘You need 
something more practical,’” Parikh said. “She said that as 
an African-American woman, I wouldn’t get very far with 
anthropology.”

Following her mother’s advice, Parikh pursued a degree in 
finance instead. She joined the Peace Corps after graduation 
and traveled to Kenya as a small business adviser. Although 
the work was satisfying, Parikh “ kept looking at it through an 
anthropological lens.”

Upon her return to the United States, Parikh earned a 
doctorate in anthropology from Yale University. She later 
returned to East Africa to do fieldwork involving sexual health, 
gender and class inequalities, and the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

She came to Washington University in 2000 for a post-
doctoral fellowship and began her tenure-track appointment the 

following year. In addition to teaching and researching, Parikh 
also got married, lost both parents and gave birth to her two 
children, now 2 years old and 6 months old.

“I saw life and death,” she said of her past decade in St. 
Louis. “I learned early that you can try to map out a plan for 
your life, but life gets in the way.” 

Along with serving as the primary caregiver for both of  
her elderly parents, Parikh also navigated through motherhood 
and maternity leave while fulfilling her teaching and research 
obligations.

 “I probably don’t spend enough time with my kids,” she 
confessed. Rushing into her office last Wednesday morning, 
Parikh described the chaos of having a sick baby at home. “The 
doctor can’t see him until tomorrow, but that’s my long teaching 
day so I have to be here.”

“Taking time off [for the sake of one’s children] can lead 
to gaps in a woman’s publishing, which might make her look 
unproductive, when in fact she’s on maternity leave,” Parikh 
said. “It’s not supposed to work against you, but there’s still a lot 
of pressure to produce during that time.”

Gaps in publishing may make it more difficult for women in 
academia to become tenured at the same rate as men and may 
contribute to the pay gap that exists across almost all professional 
fields.

According to the Office of the Provost’s Gender Pay Equity 
Report released in May 2010, Danforth Campus female faculty 
members earn $3,072-$3,979 less than their male counterparts.

“It’s a reflection of society at large, and the University is 
a microcosm of that,” Parikh said of this inequality. “Society 
undervalues women, and women have internalized that. We 
tend to undervalue our labor and our worth.”

Although their salaries still lag behind those of men, the 
number of women in academia is increasing. According to 
the provost’s 2009 Report on Trends in Faculty Diversity on 
Danforth Campus, 28 percent of tenured or tenure-track faculty 
are women, up from 22 percent in 1999.

The outlook is less promising for under-represented 
minorities, a category including African-Americans, Hispanics, 
and Native Americans. The report reveals that underrepresented 
minorities make up a dismal 6 percent of tenured or tenure-
track faculty, a marginal increase from 5 percent in 1999.

According to Parikh, the lack of diversity is not a result of  
malicious racism, but of what she calls “benign neglect.”

“People don’t mean to let underrepresented minorities fall 
through the cracks,” she said. “I just think they really don’t 
understand how pressing of an issue this is.”

“Wife,” “mother,” “academic” and “advocate” all 
accurately describe Parikh, but she strives to fulfill an additional 

role as well.
“I think mentoring students is a huge part of what I do. I 

feel fortunate here because I’ve gotten mentorship from other 
women faculty, but the lack of mentorship for minority students 
is often a problem.”

To address this, Parikh works with the Mellon Mays 
Undergraduate Fellowship, a nationwide program that 
encourages minority students in higher education to foster 
relationships with mentors.

“My research and my interests focus on people who are 
marginalized,” she said. “I’d like to help nurture a younger breed 
of minority students.”

Ultimately, Parikh hopes to bring more attention to the lack 
of diversity in both the student body and faculty at Washington 
University.

“My case has been positive, but we have not fixed the issue,” 
Parikh said. “We still have a long way to go.”

KATE MARCAL

SCENE REPORTER

rite to Kate Marcal at 

KATE.MARCAL@STUDLIFE.COM

Tenured professor overcomes obstacles 
of race and gender

WUSTL PHOTO SERVICES

Shanti Parikh, the first African American female professor 

to complete a tenure track in the College of Arts & 

Sciences, expertly juggles being a mother, wife, professor, 

mentor and researcher.

JOSH GOLDMAN | STUDENT LIFE

Left: Since opening last year, Chill has drawn in students with locally made frozen yogurt and a relaxed feel. Right: FroYo offers frozen yogurt to patrons on the bustling Delmar Loop.

The Fro-down
Chill vs. FroYo
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ACCENTURE 

www.accenture.com 

Seeking:  B.A., B.S., Full-time

Accenture Entry Level Consulting Analyst (Most Major 

U.S.Cities)

Major: Engineering and Applied Sciences, Biomedical Engi-

neering, Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Computer 

Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical 

Engineering, Systems Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, 

Aerospace Engineering, Biomedical Engineering

 

ADAPTIVE SOLUTIONS GROUP 

http://adaptivesg.com 

Seeking: B.A., M.A., M.B.A., B.S., M.S., Alumni, Full-time

Software Developer (St. Louis, MO; Kansas City, MO), Data-

base Analyst (St. Louis, MO; Kansas City, MO)

Network Administration/HelpDesk (St. Louis, MO; Kansas 

City, MO), Quality Assurance (St. Louis, MO; Kansas City, 

MO)

Major: Any Major

 

AIR FORCE    

Seeking: Junior, Senior, B.A., B.S., Intern, Full-time

Majors: Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering

Any Major

 

ANHEUSER BUSCH 

http://www.ab-inbev.com/ownyourfuture 

Seeking: Senior, B.A., B.S.

Global Management Trainee Program (Various - USA)

Major: Any Major

 

BAIN & COMPANY   

http://www.joinbain.com 

Seeking: Junior, Senior, B.A., M.A., B.S., M.S., Intern, 

Full-time

Associate Consultant (Dallas, Houston or Chicago)

Associate Consultant Intern (Dallas/Houston)

Major: Any Major

 

BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE 

http://www.battelle.org 

Seeking: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, M.A., Ph.D., B.S., Co-

op, Intern

Intern or Co-op (Columbus, Ohio)

Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Environ-

mental Studies

 

BLOOMBERG  
http://bloomberg.com 
Seeking: Junior, Senior, B.A., M.A., B.S., M.S., Intern, 

Full-time

2011 Financial Software Developer (NYC)

Any Major

2011 Financial Software Developer Intern (NYC)

Computer Science

 

BURNS AND MCDONNELL 

http://burnsmcd.com/careers 
Seeking: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, B.S., M.S., Intern, 

Full-time

Full-time and internship opportunities (Kansas City, )

Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical 

Engineering, Mechanical Engineering

 

CANNON DESIGN, INC. 
http://www.cannondesign.com 
Seeking: Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Mechani-

cal Engineering

 

CAPITAL ONE 

http://capitalone.com 

Seeking: Senior, B.A., M.A., M.B.A., B.S., M.S., Full-time

Business Analyst (Richmond, Virginia or Washington D.C.)

Finance Rotation Program (Richmond, Virginia or 

Washington D.C.)

Any Major

 

CRB 

http://www.crbusa.com 

Seeking: Junior, Senior, B.A., M.A., B.S., M.S., Intern, 

Alumni, Part-time, Full-time

Chemical/Process Engineer (All locations)

Chemical Engineering

Electrical Engineer (All locations)

Electrical Engineering

Mechanical Engineer (All locations)

Mechanical Engineering

Architect (All locations)

Architecture

 

DRS TECHNOLOGIES 

http://www.drs.com 

Seeking: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, B.S., M.S., Co-op, 

Intern, Alumni, Full-time

Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Systems 

Engineering, Mechanical Engineering

 

EDWARD JONES    

http://edwardjones.com/careers

Seeking: Junior, Senior, B.A., M.B.A., B.S., Intern, Full-time

Rotational Development Program - Investment Research 

(St. Louis, MO)

Business, Accounting, Entrepreneurship, Finance, Inter-

national Business, Managerial Economics and Strategy, 

Marketing, Operations and Supply Chain Management

Summer Internship Program (St. Louis, MO)

Business, Accounting, Entrepreneurship, Finance, Inter-

national Business, Managerial Economics and Strategy, 

Marketing, Operations and Supply Chain Management

 EPIC 

http://www.epic.com 

Seeking: Senior, B.A., M.A., B.S., M.S., Full-time

Implementation Consultant/Project Manager (Madison, WI)

Any Major

Technical Consultant/Problem Solver (Madison, WI)

Biomedical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Civil 

Engineering, Computer Science, Computer Engineering, 

Electrical Engineering, Systems Engineering, Mechanical 

Engineering, Aerospace Engineering, Physics, Chemistry, 

Mathematics

Software Developer (Madison, WI)

Computer Science, Mathematics

Word Artist/Technical Writer (Madison, WI)

Any Major

 

EXPRESS SCRIPTS 

http://express-scripts.com/careers 

Seeking: Any Major

FACTSET RESEARCH SYSTEMS INC. 
http://www.factset.com/careers

Seeking: Senior, B.S., M.S., Intern, Full-time

Software Engineer (CT, NY, IL, CA)

Computer Science, Electrical Engineering

Software Engineering Intern (Norwalk, CT)

Computer Science, Electrical Engineering

 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) 
http://www.FBIjobs.gov 

Seeking: M.A., M.B.A., Ph.D., M.S., D.Sc., Alumni, Full-time

Any Major

 

FLIGHTSAFETY 

http://flightsafety.com 

Seeking: B.A., M.A., B.S., M.S., Full-time

Computer Engineers (St. Louis)

Engineering and Applied Sciences, Computer Science, 

Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Systems 

Engineering, Mechanical Engineering

 

GATEWAY BATTALION - US ARMY ROTC  

http://www.rotc.wustl.edu 

Seeking: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, B.A., M.A., M.B.A., 

B.S., M.S., Intern, Full-time

Any Major

HUNTER ENGINEERING COMPANY 

http://www.hunter.com 

Seeking: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, B.S., Co-op

Mechanical Engineer Co-ops (3) (Bridgeton, MO)

Mechanical Engineering

Electrical Engineer Co-ops (2) (Bridgeton, MO)

Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering

Computer Science Co-op (Bridgeton, MO)

Computer Science

 

IBM  

http://www-03.ibm.com/employment/us/jobs/colum-

bia_mo.html 

Seeking: Senior, B.A., M.A., B.S., M.S.

Unix Support Specialist (Level 1) (Columbia, MO),

Intel Support Specialist (Level 1) (Columbia, MO),

SAN/Disk Storage Support Specialist (Level 1) 

(Columbia, MO), Blackberry Support Specialist 

(Level 1) (Columbia, MO)

Engineering and Applied Sciences, Computer Science, 

Computer Engineering, Systems Engineering, Mathematics

 

INNOVENTOR ENGINEERING INC. 
http://www.innoventor.net 

Seeking: Junior, Senior, M.B.A., B.S., M.S., Co-op, Intern, 

Alumni, Part-time, Full-time

Engineering and Applied Sciences, Biomedical Engineer-

ing, Chemical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Systems 

Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Aerospace Engineer-

ing, Operations and Supply Chain Management

 

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY APPLIED PHYSICS 
LABORATORY
http://www.jhuapl.edu 

Seeking: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, B.A., Ph.D., 

B.S., M.S., Intern, Full-time

 

KOCH SUPPLY AND TRADING LP 

http://www.ksandt.com 

Quantitative Software Dev Analyst (Wichita, KS)

Operations Trainee (Houston, TX)

Operations and Supply Chain Management

 

L’OREAL USA 

http://www.lorealusa.com 

Seeking: B.S., M.S.

Engineer 

Engineering and Applied Sciences

 

LACLEDE GAS COMPANY 

http://www.lacledegas.com 

Seeking: Senior, B.A., M.A., M.B.A., B.S., M.S., Intern, 

Full-time

Engineering and Applied Sciences

 

MEAD JOHNSON NUTRITION 

http://www.mjn.com 

Seeking: Junior, Senior, M.B.A., Ph.D., B.S., Intern, Full-time

Majors: Biomedical Engineering, Chemical Engineering, 

Systems Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Biology, 

Chemistry

 

MICROSOFT CORPORATION 

http://www.microsoft.com 

Seeking: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, B.A., Ph.D., 

B.S., M.S., Intern, Full-time

Program Manager (PM); Software Development Engineer 

(SDE); Software Development Engineer in Test (SDET) 

(Redmond, WA)

Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical 

Engineering

 

MIDWEST RESEARCH INSTITUTE
Seeking: Senior, B.A., M.A., M.B.A., Ph.D., B.S., M.S., D.Sc., 

Full-time

Engineering and Applied Sciences, Biomedical Engineering, 

Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Computer Science, 

Computer Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Chemistry, 

Mechanical Engineering, Biology, 

 

NISA INVESTMENT ADVISORS, L.L.C. 
http://www.nisanet.com 

Seeking: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, B.A., M.A., 

M.B.A., Ph.D., B.S., M.S., Intern, Alumni, Part-time, Full-time

Any Major

 

PARTEK INC. 
http://www.partek.com 

Seeking: Senior, Ph.D., B.S., M.S., Full-time

Application Developer, Data Visualization Developer, User 

Interface Developer, Data Management Developer (St. 

Louis)

Computer Science

Field Application Specialist (St. Louis)

Biomedical Engineering, Biology

Technical Writer (St. Louis)

Biology, English

Sales Executive (St. Louis)

International Business, Marketing

 

S. M. WILSON & CO. 
http://www.smwilson.com 

Seeking: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, B.A., M.S., Intern, 

Full-time

Project Engineer 

Civil Engineering, Engineering and Applied Sciences

 

SCOTTRADE 

http://scottrade.com 

Seeking: Junior, Senior, B.S., Intern, Full-time

Development, Server Administration, Suport, Network 

Telecomm, Project Management (St. Louis, MO)

Computer Science

Finance/Economics, Stockbroker Trainee (Nationwide)

Any Major

 

SOLAE LLC 

http://www.solae.com 

Seeking: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, Co-op

Co-op (St. Louis, MO)

Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering

 

SPECTRUM BRANDS 

www.spectrumbrands.com 

Seeking: Senior, B.A., M.B.A., B.S., M.S., Intern, Full-time

Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Busi-

ness, Accounting, Entrepreneurship, Finance, Manage-

rial Economics and Strategy, Marketing, Operations and 

Supply Chain Management, Biology, Chemistry, Economics, 

Mathematics

 

STATE FARM 

http://statefarm.com 

Seeking: IT Internships (Bloomington, IL)

Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Systems 

Engineering

 

THE BOEING COMPANY 

www.boeing.com/collegecareers 

Seeking: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, B.A., B.S., Co-op, 

Intern, Full-time

Various full-time and internship openings (Nationwide)

 

TRINITY CONSULTANTS 

http://www.trinityconsultants.com 

Seeking: Senior, B.S., M.S., Alumni, Full-time

Environmental Consultant (Nationwide)

Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical 

Engineering, Aerospace Engineering

 

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD 

http://www.up.com 

Seeking: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, B.A., B.S., Intern, 

Full-time

IT - Summer Internships (Omaha, NE)

IT - Applications Developer (Omaha, NE)

Computer Science, Computer Engineering, Electrical 

Engineering, Systems Engineering

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION 

http://uss.com 

Seeking: Junior, Senior, Alumni, Full-time

Engineering and Applied Sciences, Electrical Engineering, 

Mechanical Engineering, Accounting

 

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY - GRADUATE 
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING 

http://engineering.wustl.edu 

Seeking: B.S., M.S., Part-time, Full-time

 

please come and join us for the...

September 24, 2010 | 10:00 - 3:00 P.M.
Athletic Complex Recreational Gym 

19TH ANNUAL CAMPUS WIDE  

CAREER FAIR

For more detailed information about the companies and to upload your resume please go to: 
http://nsbecareerfair.cec.wustl.edu
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Information Session
Thursday, Sept. 23rd at 6:00 p.m.

Washington University Career Center

Danforth University Center, Room 234

Learn more about the benefits of Peace Corps service.

Apply by Oct. 1 for added 

programs leaving in 2011 -- 

Peace Corps’ 50th Anniversary Year!

800.424.8580 | peacecorps.gov/application

Life is calling. 

How far will you go?

Calling future 

Peace Corps Volunteers!
Thousands of new volunteer 

positions are available for 2011.  

Apply now!

Life is calling. 
How far will you go?

"Closest Campus Drugstore"

Corner of Forest Park Pkwy and Big Bend

WILLIAMS PHARMACY

cadenza

“Shrek the Musical”
Sept. 11–26, Fox Theatre

“Shrek the Musical” may be an 
emblem of  our generation. Posterity will 
favor “Les Miserables” or “The Lion 
King,” but for the time being, the ugly 
ogre rakes in a lot of  cash. As evidenced 
by online videos and reviews, “Shrek the 
Musical” has a high production value, 
with elaborate theater magic, props and 
huge dance numbers.

The venue for “Shrek” is the Fox 
Theatre, which sits about four miles from 
campus. The Fox does not set prices with 
students in mind; the cheapest seats for 
the show are $30. Still, “Shrek” offers 
a reasonable excuse for escaping the 
college bubble and exploring part of  St. 
Louis.

The Fox has more traditional 
productions for this season as well; 

Rogers and Hammerstein’s “South 
Pacific” drops anchor on Nov. 9 and lasts 
until Nov. 21. Regardless, it’s difficult 
to pass up this irreverent opportunity to 
revisit fairy tale characters in “Shrek.”

 
“The Threepenny Opera”
Oct. 22–31, Edison Theatre

“The Threepenny Opera” promises 
to be the largest production and the sole 
musical by the University’s Performing 
Arts Department this season.

According to The New York Times, 
“The Threepenny Opera” made 
“Cabaret” and “Chicago” possible, and 
launched the trend of  “singing, stinging 
portraits of  fat societies on the eve of  
their destruction.”

“Threepenny” can be read as a 
critique of  capitalism, symbolized 
by corruption among crooks. The 
plot revolves around the protagonist 
Macheath, a criminal who attempts to 
escape the savagery of  the underworld 

and a mob boss’s grudge.
The play was originally performed 

in Germany in 1928, so Cadenza looks 
forward to seeing how the director will 
adapt the musical’s political message for 
today or make the historical context of  
its role in Weimar theater explicit and 
relevant to a modern audience.

500 Clown in “Macbeth” 
and “Frankenstein”
Nov. 5–6, Edison Theatre

500 Clown, a touring company and 
part of  the Edison Ovations Series, 
promises to “bring a hilarious, in-your-
face brand of  physical theater, improv 
and commedia.” One might expect 
their fare to be light and silly, but the 
company will stage “Macbeth” and 
“Frankenstein,” two of  the darkest works 
in literature. 

500 Clown recommends familiarity 
with each piece before seeing either play. 
The troupe will drop scant references to 

plot, focusing instead on the physical 
aspects of  acting. For example, a 
significant theme of  “Macbeth” is the 
struggle for the crown of  Scotland. 500 
Clown interprets this by hoisting a crown 
high above the stage with dozens of  
clowns beneath, all fighting over it. 

According to their promotional 
material, 500 Clown wants the audience 
to literally fear for the health and safety 
of  the performers. Nothing is sacred in 
either work, and one can only imagine 
what Shakespeare or Shelley would 
think.

Critics tend to fawn over 500 Clown, 
and videos of  their work feature an 
audience that guffaws with every antic. 
Whether their irreverent take on the 
Scottish play and Mary Shelley’s classic 
will sit well with Washington University 
remains to be seen, but 500 Clown has 
definitely piqued Cadenza’s curiosity.

Dear NBC,
Upon hearing that Steve Carell 

will be leaving “The Office” after this 
seventh season, I ask that you respond 
courteously to the fans’ requests and 
put the overtired sitcom to rest. As a 
former Dunderhead myself, I struggled to 
make it through the past season. Taking 
Dunder Mifflin’s fearless leader out of  the 
mix will only lead to a sharper decline 
in quality, and thus, further viewer 
disillusionment. 

Carell’s Michael Scott is the heart 
of  that sad little Pennsylvania paper 
company. “The Office” in his absence is 
a bit like a chicken running around after 
its head has been chopped off, lacking 

in purpose and honestly, just plain 
ridiculous.

Your once-ingenious take on the 
workplace “jumped the shark” seasons 
ago, when Jam Beespert finally pushed 
aside their goofy looks and tandem-
Dwight pranks to get their act together. 
Coming from a girl who spent hours 
watching their “Casino Night” kiss over 
and over again, their relationship is now 
boring. And having to go through Pam’s 
breastfeeding struggle was just weird. 

The last episode I remember genuinely 
loving was “Beach Games,” way back 
in Season Three. That episode—apart 
from showcasing Michael’s crazy in 
every possible way from a hot dog eating 
contest to a sumo wrestling challenge to a 
hot coal walk—gave each Dunder Mifflin 
character a chance to show why viewers 
love (or hate) them in the first place. 

Steve Carell’s gut-convulsing 
awkwardness as Regional Manager made 
“The Office” special, but the show has 
always been a sum of  its parts. Angela’s 
love for cats, Stanley’s stern-faced façade 
that disguises his secret affinity for soft 
pretzels, Phyllis’ relationship with Bob 
Vance (Vance Refrigeration)—all were 
reasons why this take on the workplace 
was so much more exciting than reality. 
But that was then, and now the characters 
we once loved have become caricatures 
of  themselves. Their idiosyncrasies have 
been glossed over in order to appeal to a 
broader audience that doesn’t know who 
these characters used to be.

I think viewers understand what 
would happen if  “The Office” went on 
without Michael Scott, given Dwight’s 
poor attempt in “The Job.” But more 
importantly, this once-hysterical take on 
watercooler politics needs to finish up 
before it completely loses sight of  what it 
was meant to be.

A performance Monday in the 
Danforth University Center’s Goldberg 
Formal Lounge kicked off  a monthly 
chamber music series that will continue 
through December.

Elizabeth Macdonald, viola da gambist 
and the music department’s director of  
strings, played alongside former doctoral 
student Charles Metz on harpsichord.

On Oct. 14, pianist Peter Henderson 
will play a program that includes 
Beethoven’s “‘Waldstein’ Sonata in C 

major, op.53.” On Nov. 16, the husband 
and wife pair of  Thomas Labé and 
Hyunsoon Whang will perform. Both are 
pianists whose program includes pieces 
from Schubert and Ravel.

John and Paula Kasica, another 
married couple, will close out the series 
on Dec. 9. Both perform with the St. 
Louis Symphony Orchestra: John as a 
percussionist and Paula as a flutist. 

All of  the concerts are free and begin at 
8 p.m. in the DUC.

Ogres, opera, and oddity: 
FALL 2010 THEATRE PREVIEW

DAVIS SARGEANT

THEATRE EDITOR

Write to Davis Sargeant at 

DAVIS.SARGEANT@STUDLIFE.COM

An open 
letter to NBC

CHRIS HASTON | NBC

DUC gets classical with 
chamber music series

Write to Sarah Gallo at 

SARAH.GALLO@STUDLIFE.COM

Write to Sarah Gallo at 

SARAH.GALLO@STUDLIFE.COM

Write to Steve Hardy at 

STEVE.HARDY@STUDLIFE.COM

SARAH GALLO

CADENZA REPORTER

SARAH GALLO

CADENZA REPORTER

it up and listen as long as the musicians 
can hold their attention.

Sometimes the pairings of  musicians 
to crowds didn’t work out, such as when 
hip-hopper Nato Caliph played Riddles on 
Thursday night. Off  campus, we forget that 
Thursdrunk, er, Thursday, isn’t officially 
recognized as part of  the weekend, and it 
showed when Caliph tried in vain to pump 
up the white-haired bar regulars. It really 
didn’t matter that he put on a good show; 
the experience was frustrating on both 
sides of  the stage.

Other times, though, the system 
worked. Brandt’s booked a lot of  loud 
bands—loud like hear-them-from-a-block-
away loud—who probably attracted a 
lot of  listeners just because they were so 
audible. The Morleys and Red Collar both 
put on great all-ages shows, with entire 
families with children rocking out to The 
Morleys, and an enthusiastic crowd of  
middle-aged fans cheering on Red Collar. 
The situation at Riddles improved too, 
with a more receptive crowd at Nite Owl’s 
show on Friday.

Meanwhile, Chipotle managed to cram 
some singer-songwriters in the area between 
the back door and the trashcan, playing 

free shows all weekend to enthusiastic (if  
slightly confused) crowds.

Bands took to the street as well. (the) 
Fracture Suit kicked off  Saturday’s shows 
at noon in the market area next to Market 
Pub House, and their pop/rock/jazz 
(just imagine Incubus circa 1999) drew in 
listeners  who were out shopping or eating 
lunch.

On the other hand, there were acts that 
people actually intended to see at Cicero’s 
and the Duck Room. Thom Donovan 
might have been the best, his alt/indie/
blues rock full of  throw-your-head-back-
and-rock moments. Tera Melos also put 
on a great show at Cicero’s, switching 
between atmospheric melodies and 
hardcore punk, jarring their listeners but 
adroitly maneuvering the stylistic changes.

If  you want to be able to say you saw 
them before they got big, make sure to 
check out the up-and-coming musicians 
at the fifth annual PLAY:stl festival next 
year.

Visit studlife.com for a photo slideshow of  
the event.

PLAY:STL FROM PAGE 1
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle 
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

FOR RELEASE SEPTEMBER 22, 2010

ACROSS
1 Briquettes
6 Zip

10 Country music
pioneer Ernest

14 “As a result ...”
15 Country on the

tip of the Arabian
Peninsula

16 Spot in the ocean
17 Top banana
19 Depilatory brand
20 ’60s-’70s war

site, briefly
21 “Now it makes

sense!”
22 Cake finish
23 Unstable

situation,
metaphorically

26 Workplace
inspection org.

29 Comportment
30 Louise’s gal pal
33 Buzzing

swarmers
34 Performed
37 Huge mess
40 “Danny and the

Dinosaur” author
Hoff

41 Court
postponement

42 Ancient Greek
military power

43 Blood fluids
44 Veggies studied

by Mendel
45 Gregarious fun

lovers
52 Assumed name
53 Defensive spray
54 Marx’s “__

Kapital”
57 Thin curl of smoke
58 Valuable shore

property, and a
hint to what the
first words of 17-,
23-, 37- and 45-
Across have in
common

61 Third man
62 High-strung
63 Sacher treat
64 Goodyear product
65 Member’s

obligation
66 What matzo lacks

DOWN
1 “High Hopes”

lyricist Sammy
2 Top draft status
3 Father of 61-

Across

4 ’60s “trip” drug
5 Early gas

company based
in Cleveland

6 Districts
7 Roast host
8 Bleachers cry
9 John __ Lennon

10 Kid’s make-
believe phone

11 Carrier that
added “ways” to
its name in 1997

12 Duck hunter’s
cover

13 Cold-water
hazards

18 Its flagship sch.
is in Stillwater,
west of Tulsa

22 Freezes over
23 Oates’s musical

partner
24 Divine sign
25 Feudal domains
26 Gambling

parlors, briefly
27 One-horse

carriage
28 Had in one’s

hands
31 Strolls (along)
32 Performers’

union: Abbr.
33 Tarzan’s son
34 Awful

35 Letter after theta
36 Genetic info

carriers
38 “Misery” actor

James
39 Easy targets
43 Swingline fastener
45 Touch, cat-style
46 Accused’s excuse
47 Choir platform
48 Likeness
49 “Miracle on 34th

Street” setting

50 Rhine whine?
51 Sandy Koufax or

CC Sabathia
54 The first Mrs.

Copperfield
55 Insects on

farms
56 Editor’s “leave it

in”
58 B&B part
59 College URL

ending
60 Future fish

Monday’s Puzzle Solved

By Robert A. Doll

(c)2010 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk

SOLUTION TO
MONDAY’S PUZZLE

Level: 
1 2

3 4

© 2010 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

9/22/10

HOW TO PLAY 
Spell the phrase in the grid above 
it, writing each unique letter only 
once. The correct solution will 
spell the complete phrase along a 
single continuous spelling path 
that moves horizontally vertically 
and diagonally. Fill the grid from 
square to square - revisiting letters as needed to 
complete the spelling path in order. Each letter 
will appear only once in the grid. 

9/20 SOLUTION

SPONSORED BY:

maniapuzzle
OMG!

Confidential, affordable STD & HIV testing available 
at Planned Parenthood. Stop in today - 800.230.7526

OMG!

GYT!GYT!

for fans of
The Killers, Bright Eyes, Wolf Parade, 

The Temper Trap

tracks to download
“Crossfi re,” “Hard Enough”

for fans of
OneRepublic, Coldplay, Fort Minor

tracks to download
“Waiting for the End,” “Iridescent,” 

“The Catalyst”

for fans of
Grizzly Bear, The National

tracks to download
“Blue as Your Blood,” “Stranded,” 

While I Shovel the Snow”

★✩✩✩✩★✩✩✩✩★★★★✩

ALBUM REVIEWS

Flamingo
Brandon Flowers

A Thousand Suns
Linkin Park

Lisbon
The Walkmen

Fans of  The Killers should start praying that the pop-rock 
band’s hiatus doesn’t last much longer. Otherwise, their lead 
singer, Brandon Flowers, might make another solo album. 
Instead of  holding fans over until the Killers’ next release, 
Flowers’ Vegas-themed debut, “Flamingo,” makes us miss his 
band and all of  its synthesized glory. A lot.

The only song that was worth playing on repeat was 
“Crossfire,” reminiscent of  the sweeping anthems of  “Sam’s 
Town.” The delicate guest vocals of  Jenny Lewis (of  Rilo 
Kiley) barely save the song “Hard Enough.” “Jilted Lovers 
& Broken Hearts” has a Mr. Brightside-esque punch to it, but 
even that isn’t enough to redeem the album.

On the whole, the album is bland and lacking, both in melody 
and lyrics. While it does have The Killers’ melodramatic flair, 
it’s missing the catchiness that keeps people listening. Packaged 
with unimaginative guitar and piano arrangements, Flowers’ 
lyrics about devils, angels, Vegas and lost loves squander any 
power they could have had. Becky Mak

An apocalyptic end is not just the subject of  
Linkin Park’s fourth studio album, “A Thousand 
Suns,” but also its result, pushing the band off  the 
rock stage forever. After their last release presented 
a questionable but substantial break from their old 
rap-rock style, Linkin Park hasn’t just taken a step 
backward with this release—they’ve tripped and 
fallen on their head. 

The band rarely touches on their once-great 
aptness for heavy guitars, yelling and angst-filled 
rapping. Lead singer Chester Bennington used to 
belt out powerful, melodic vocals, but now his 
voice only chants disgusting raps. It’s enough to 
sadden even a die-hard Linkin Park fan—if  there 
are any left. The album’s only redeeming quality 
is that it is at least trying to be creative. But of  
course, the band overdoes it. “A Thousand Suns” 
is experimental pop at its worst, and it isn’t worth 
the money. Andrew Scheinman

In “Lisbon,” The Walkmen embrace and celebrate the 
melancholy and longing that flowed throughout their 2008 
elegiac downer, “You & Me.” These NYC indie-rock veterans 
have always leaned toward the darker side, but “Lisbon” flirts 
with feelings of  happiness and contentment. Vocalist Hamilton 
Leithauser captures this mixture of  sentiments in the chorus of  
the horn-laden album standout “Stranded,” when he shouts, 
“I’m stranded, and I’m starry-eyed.” There’s a glimmer of  hope 
in even the most downcast tracks, whether it be the jangly guitar 
line of  “Woe Is Me” or the unexpected string section in “Blue 
As Your Blood.”

This would all seem terribly trite if  it weren’t for the masterful 
presence of  Leithauser, who manages to simultaneously play the 
roles of  mopey crooner and triumphant rabble-rouser. Leithauser 
is in a class of  his own, vocally. He wails like he’s exorcising 
the spirits of  Frank Sinatra and a young Elvis Presley from his 
vocal chords. When paired with the band’s dynamic, not-quite-
folk sound, this makes a particularly effective combination. The 
Walkmen let you have it both ways: you can fist-pump with one 
hand while wiping away tears with the other. Trey Weaver
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sports

Division III powerhouse Loras College 
was the most recent victim of the undefeated 
Washington University men’s soccer team. 
With the 1-0 victory, the Red and Green 
improved to 5-0-2 and a perfect 2-0 on Francis 
Field. 

The Loras Duhawks have appeared in the 
NCAA championship semifinals twice in the 
last four seasons, and they opened the 2010 
season ranked seventh in the National Soccer 
Coaches Association of America top-25 
poll, though the team is now unranked. Late 
last season, the Bears lost to the Duhawks in 
Dubuque, Iowa. 

“It’s always good to beat a really good 
team, and Loras is a really good team,” head 
coach Joe Clarke said. “They’re one of the 
most successful Division III programs over the 
last half a decade.”

The Bears took the lead early and fought 

the rest of the game to maintain the 1-0 
advantage. Less than five minutes into the 
match, a Duhawk foul set up a free kick by 
senior midfielder Cody Costakis. His pass 
found junior Patrick McLean in the middle of  
the box, and McLean knocked the ball past the 
keeper for his third goal of season. McLean, 
junior Kevin Privalle and sophomore Zachary 
Query lead the team with three goals scored. 

“They told me to run ‘Johnny Hengel’s 
spot,’ which is like the back post,” McLean 
said in reference to last season’s leading scorer. 
“I ran there and [the defender] flicked it, but he 
didn’t get a good clearance. It was right in my 
path…[I] just volleyed it in.” 

The Bears controlled offensive possession 
for most of the first half. In the first 45 minutes, 
the Red and Green bested Loras 5-1 in 
shots and 2-1 in corner kicks. The Duhawks 
threatened with a shot in the 16th minute, but 
senior goalie Andrew Serio made a sliding save 
to protect the Bears’ lead. Serio shared time in 
goal with freshman Jonathan Jebson; the two 
goalies have allowed just two goals this season. 

 “We defended our penalty area well; 
Jonathan came out and caught balls that he 
needed to catch, just like Andrew did in the 
first half,” Clarke said. “I don’t really believe 
they got a legitimate, good chance to score a 
goal in the game, so I think we did a good job 
in the box.”

The Duhawks improved their attack in 
the second half, forcing the Bears out of their 
passing element. 

“[Clarke] has really drilled into our heads 
the habit of defending the area in front of  
the goal; they had us down the wings several 
times, but we just defended the goal,” Costakis 
said. “We didn’t give up any easy shots.”

Clarke noted that the Bears also missed 
offensive opportunities. The team had multiple 
chances at an insurance goal after McLean’s 
initial score. 

“I think we need to take more advantage of  
the counters that we have,” Clarke said. “We 
ran offsides probably four or five times, and we 
had a chance to create a good chance to score.”

Despite second-half frustrations, the team 

came away from Sunday’s game with a positive 
reaction to one of the most challenging teams 
it has faced this season. 

“[The game] could have gone better, but 
we beat a good team, so I’m happy. It’s that 
simple,” Costakis said.

In a Sept. 15 matchup with Illinois 
Wesleyan University, the Bears defended their 
unbeaten record with a late goal by Costakis to 
tie the Titans as the game approached the end 
of regulation. In the two subsequent overtime 
periods, neither team was able to break the 1-1 
draw. 

“The tie mid-week was disappointing 
because we just got into the rankings; it would 
be nice to keep that, but we’re still undefeated, 
so it’s certainly worth hanging on to,” Costakis 
said. 

The Red and Green are back in action 
tonight at Fontbonne University at 7 p.m. 
and travel to Wheaton, Ill., to face Wheaton 
College on Saturday afternoon. 

The Washington University women’s 
golf  team notched its third consecutive 
second-place finish this weekend after 
two solid rounds at the Illinois Wesleyan 
Fall Classic at Ironwood Golf  Course in 
Normal, Ill.

The Bears were tied for third place 
with North Central College after the first 
round, shooting a 325, but all seven golfers 
matched or bettered their scores during 
round two for a 313. The team was tied for 
the top Division III squad with Truman 
State University, finishing behind National 
Association of  Intercollegiate Athletics 
member William Woods University.

Perhaps more importantly, it was the 
team’s second win over No. 10 Illinois 
Wesleyan University this fall. 

“[It was a] confidence booster…to 

prove that we’re getting better than them,” 
sophomore Melanie Walsh said.

The wins over the Titans could also 
play a big role in the spring when the 
Bears hope to be selected to their second-
straight Division III NCAA national 
championship in Mission Hills, Fla.

Freshman Andi Hibbert played the 
par threes at just one over and led the 
team with a 155 (80-75), the best 36-hole 
score of  her career. She took seventh, 
two strokes and two places ahead of  
sophomore Hannah Buck, who matched 
Hibbert on Saturday and recorded a 77 on 
Sunday. Buck was one under on the par 
fives.

Walsh finished in a tie for 16th with a 
161 (81-80), followed by freshman Marcy 
Koonce (84-81, 165) in a seven-way tie for 
21st and junior Katie Homa (87-85, 172) in 
a tie for 57th. Freshman Allyson Chee (84-
84, 168) and senior captain Kate Pettinato 

(93-86, 179) played as individuals and tied 
for 40th and 87th respectively. Chee’s score 
was also her best 36-hole posting.

The course played a large role in the 
Bears’ success this weekend. This was their 
third time playing at Ironwood this year, 
and they’ve finished no worse than fifth 
and averaged a team score of  325. 

“All the holes are straightforward and 
all of  the par fives are probably reachable 
in two,” Walsh said. 

With this weekend’s scores, Buck has 
now recorded seven consecutive rounds 
of  80 or better and 12-17 dating back 
to the Northern Kentucky University 
Spring Invitational at the end of  March. 
Walsh has placed in the top 20 in three 
of  four tournaments this season, Hibbert 
has placed in the top 15 in all four 
tournaments, with three top-10 finishes, 
and Chee, Homa and Koonce have 
provided depth and kept the team score 

from going above 325 only once.
That depth has provided a huge relief  

for the starters.
“Everyone doesn’t have to have their 

personal-best every time in order for the 
team to perform well...there isn’t as much 
frustration if  you don’t have your best day 
because the team can pick you up,” Walsh 
said.

That depth should only improve as the 
season continues and the team’s rookies 
become more comfortable with collegiate 
competition. 

“There’s definitely some nerves still 
stepping onto the first tee, but I think 
we’re becoming more immersed,” Hibbert 
said, “Hopefully we can continue that 
development and continue our good streak 
to the end of  the fall and into the spring.”

For the second consecutive year, the 
Washington University men’s tennis team 
was unable to complete its first tournament 
of the season due to rain. Viewed as a warm-
up for next weekend’s Intercollegiate Tennis 
Association Regional Championships in 
Michigan, the Lynn Imergoot Invitational was 
the first time that the team stepped onto the 
court this season.

For head coach Roger Follmer, the 
weekend was a key opportunity to evaluate 
new talent and see who could replace, or at 
least compensate for, the loss of John Watts, 
the winningest player in the history of Wash. 
U. tennis. Watts graduated at the end of last 
year.

“It’s an exciting time to see who’s going to 
step up and show that they want to continue 
what John has done,” Follmer said. “They’ve 
got big shoes to fill, obviously, but I’m hoping 
that they compete with class and always look 
for a solution on the court.”

With the loss of Watts, a security blanket 
of consistency at No. 1 singles, some felt that 
the team must compensate in other areas, such 
as depth.

“There is some pressure for the team, but 

at the same time, we realize that life goes on,” 
senior Isaac Stein said. “Maybe it’s time for the 
team to take on a new identity, not having the 
best No. 1 player in the country. Maybe like 
having a rock-solid 4, 5, 6.”

For the most part, the Bears were, in fact, 
very deep over the weekend. In the A-singles 
bracket, Stein and sophomore Adam 
Putterman won their first matches, 6-1, 6-2 
and 7-5, 7-5, respectively. In the next round, 
Stein lost a hard-fought 7-6 (4), 5-7, 10-6 match 
to Remy Caffardo of Graceland University, 
and Putterman dropped a 6-4, 6-2 effort to 
Barnabas Toth of McKendree University.

“We’ve been working on consistency and 
variety of your game in practice, and I thought 
I did that pretty well,” Stein said. “But the 
second match got close, and a few big points 
didn’t go my way, and I let it affect me a little 
more than it should have.”

In the B-singles division, sophomore Gary 
Parizher recorded two straight-set victories 
(6-2, 6-4 and 6-3, 6-4) to advance to the finals, 
which were not played due to the rain on 
Sunday.     

The Washington University women’s 
tennis team breezed through play at the first 
annual Lynn Imergoot Invitational on Sept. 
17-19, reaching the final of all three singles 
and both doubles flights. The championship 
matches were not completed due to rain on 
Sunday.

McKendree University and Graceland 
University (both part of National Association 
of Intercollegiate Athletics) and Principia 
College failed to win a set against the Red 
and Green, going a combined 0-18 against the 
Bears. 

“It was more working on techniques that 
we had during practice, making sure we were 
match tough,” head coach Kelly Stahlhuth 
said. “We got that out of it.”

Sophomore Kate Klein and junior 
Natalie Tingir dominated the A singles flight, 
dropping a combined three games in four 
sets to reach the final. In the closest match of  
the day, freshman Betsy Edershile defeated 
classmate and teammate Evelyn Qin in a super 
tiebreaker 4-6, 7-5, 10-7 to reach the B-singles 
final against senior Elise Sambol. 

Senior Kalee Cassady and freshman 
Theresa Petraskova coasted to the C-singles 

final and sophomore Paige Madara and 
freshman Corinne Rauck reached the 
D-singles final without dropping a set.

In doubles, the pairing of Klein/Tingir and 
Qin/Edershile reached the A-flight final while 
Madara/Trimble and Sambol/Petraskova 
dominated the B flight to reach the final. In 
the only contested doubles match of the day 
for the Bears, Madara/Thimble battled past 
Cassady/Rauck 8-6 in the B-doubles semi-
final.

The team plans to play all final-round 
matches by the end of next week since the 
intersquad matches provide some of the best 
practice for the Bears in the fall season.

“We push each other so well. We’re strong. 
We have a lot of depth, so I don’t want those 
matches to not happen,” Stahlhuth said.

The fall season is also helping the team 
bond and establish its identity. After relying 
on the same core of players for the past three 
seasons, the team has a new look due to 
players either graduating, leaving the team or 
spending the fall semester abroad.  
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Junior Patrick McLean dribbles the ball against Loras College. McLean scored his 

third goal for the season on Sunday, putting him in a three-way tie for the team 

lead with sophomore Zachary Query and junior Kevin Privalle.Freshman Michael Flowers kicks the ball on Sunday in a game against Loras College.
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